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Rwanda: From Genocide
to Costco’s Shelves
Considering that less than two
decades ago, almost one million
people were slaughtered in Rwanda
in 100 days, the country’s current
standing in global business circles
is stunning.
Promoting entrepreneurship has
been a key plank of President Paul
Kagame’s agenda for the nation. In
2001 he launched the Rwanda
National Innovation and
Competitiveness initiative, which,
among other efforts, developed a
“national coffee strategy” focused
on building a Rwandan Bourbon
Specialty Coffee brand. With help
from OTF Group consultants, it also
identified over $100 million worth
of investments to improve coffee
washing, production, capacity, and
marketing. A partnership among
agricultural institutes in Rwanda,
Michigan State University, and
Texas A&M worked to connect local
growers to U.S. and European
specialty coffee buyers. Two
notable events happened in 2006:
Starbucks gave Rwanda’s Blue
Bourbon brand of coffee beans its
Black Apron award and introduced
it in its stores, and on a visit to the
U.S. Kagame met with Costco’s
CEO, Jim Sinegal, to promote
Rwandan coffee. Costco would later

As Rwanda’s
president, Paul
Kagame, has put it,
“Entrepreneurship
is the most sure
way of
development.” He is
not a lone voice:
Studies consistently
link
entrepreneurship
with job creation
and GDP growth.

become one of the two biggest
buyers of Rwandan coffee,
purchasing an estimated 25% of the
country’s premium crop.

Nine Prescriptions for Creating an Entrepreneurship
Ecosystem

1: Stop Emulating Silicon Valley.

Do You Have a Strong
Entrepreneurship
Ecosystem?
How do you know if you have the
essential elements of an
entrepreneurship ecosystem in
place? To help governments
address that question, Babson
College has launched a global
action-research project, the Babson
Entrepreneurship Ecosystem
Project. Below is a summary of the
framework BEEP uses to assess the
crucial elements in an environment,
so that governments know where to
focus their efforts. Each category
represents a key component of a
healthy ecosystem. Though not
exhaustive, the sample questions
listed below will help you gauge
where you are.
Do public leaders:
Act as strong, public advocates of
entrepreneurs and
entrepreneurship?
Open their doors to entrepreneurs
and those promoting
entrepreneurship?
Do governments:

Create effective institutions directly
associated with entrepreneurship
(research institutes, overseas
liaisons, forums for public-private
dialogue)?
Remove structural barriers to
entrepreneurship, such as onerous
bankruptcy legislation and poor
contract enforcement?
Does the culture at large:
Tolerate honest mistakes,
honorable failure, risk taking, and
contrarian thinking?
Respect entrepreneurship as a
worthy occupation?
Are there visible success stories
that:
Inspire youth and would-be
entrepreneurs?
Show ordinary people that they too
can become entrepreneurs?
Are there enough knowledgeable
people who:
Have experience in creating
organizations, hiring, and building
structures, systems, and controls?
Have experience as professional
board members and advisers?
Are there capital sources that:
Provide equity capital for
companies at a pre-sales stage?
Add nonmonetary value, such as

mentorship and contacts?
Are there nonprofits and industry
associations that:
Help investors and entrepreneurs
network and learn from one
another?
Promote and ally themselves with
entrepreneurship (such as software
and biotechnology associations)?
Are there educational institutions
that:
Teach financial literacy and
entrepreneurship to high school
and college students?

2: Shape the Ecosystem Around
Local Conditions.

Allow faculty to take sabbaticals to
join start-ups?
Does the public infrastructure
provide sufficient:
Transportation (roads, airports,
railways, container shipping)?
Communication (digital,
broadband, mobile)?
Are there geographic locations
that have:
Concentrations of high-potential
and high-growth ventures?
Proximity to universities, standards
agencies, think tanks, vocational
training, suppliers, consulting
firms, and professional
associations?
Are there formal or informal

The most difficult,
yet crucial,thing for
a government is to
tailor the suit to fit
the local
entrepreneurial
dimensions, style,
and climate.

groups that link:
Entrepreneurs in the country or
region and diaspora networks—in
particular, high-achieving
expatriates?
New ventures and local offices of
multinationals?
Are there venture-oriented
professionals, such as:
Lawyers, accountants, and market
and technical consultants who will
work on a contingency basis, or for
stock?
Are there local potential
customers who are:
Willing to give advice, particularly
on new products or services?
Willing to be flexible with payment
terms to accommodate the cash
flow needs of young, rapidly
growing suppliers?

3: Engage the Private Sector from the Start.

Start with a candid conversation.

Design in self-liquidation.

Taiwan: Bringing Expat
Entrepreneurs Home
Taiwan is an example of how
determined government leaders
can transform a brain drain into a
brain gain.
As University of California Professor
AnnaLee Saxenian has reported,
that story begins in the 1960s, when
engineers left Taiwan in droves to
study and work in the United
States. During that decade Taiwan’s
government leaders recognized the
country’s need for
entrepreneurship and began
sending delegations to Silicon
Valley to learn about how it had
blossomed there. By the 1970s
many Taiwanese engineers had
become technology executives in
the U.S. They joined expat industry
associations and met on an ongoing
basis with policy makers in Taiwan
to discuss technical and, later,
policy developments. In the 1980s
Premier Y.S. Sun established the
Science and Technology Advisory
Group (STAG), which included 15
prominent Taiwanese expats (as
well as some non-Taiwanese

technology executives), to help the
government build the scientific and
educational infrastructure for an
entire generation of technology
entrepreneurs.
STAG and other consultations with
U.S.-based expats were so
successful in helping the
government strengthen Taiwan’s
entrepreneurship ecosystem that
the brain drain began to reverse.
Between 1988 and 1998, 40,000
Taiwanese engineers returned
home to pursue—and
create—opportunities. Many
became senior executives in new
companies, heads of government
research and training institutes,
entrepreneurs, or venture
capitalists, forming the human
capital backbone of Taiwan’s
burgeoning IT components
industry.

4: Favor the High Potentials.

5: Get a Big Win on the Board.

Sub-Saharan Africa:
Building Shareholder

Value—and Better
Government
The story of Mo Ibrahim illustrates
how brute-force entrepreneurial
success can have a potentially large
impact on an ecosystem.
Ibrahim founded a mobile operator,
Celtel, in sub-Saharan Africa, which
succeeded in building tremendous
shareholder value in the face of
violent conflict, corrupt
governments, and the worst global
telecommunications investment
market in decades. Celtel’s
shareholders made a killing when
the owners of Zain acquired the
company in 2005. Ibrahim used his
newfound wealth to create the
Ibrahim Index to monitor
governance in Africa and the $5
million Ibrahim Prize to reward
democratic leadership. Already
bestowed twice, the prize is
sending a loud and positive signal
to government leaders to enact
courageous reform.

Even one success
can have a
surprisingly
stimulating effect on an
entrepreneurship ecosystem—by

igniting the imagination of the public and
inspiring imitators. I call this effect the
“law of small numbers.”
Overcelebrate the successes.

6: Tackle Cultural Change Head-On.

7: Stress the Roots.

Hardships and hostile environments
often promote resourcefulness. Icelandic
entrepreneurship is built upon a legacy
of “fishing when the fish are there, not
when the weather is good.”

Incubators can take 20 years or longer to
generate a measurable impact on
entrepreneurship. They can also be white
elephants.
8: Don’t Overengineer Clusters; Help Them Grow Organically.

Medellín: From CrimeWorn City to
Entrepreneurial Breeding
Ground
Perhaps no city has worked harder
to turn itself around than Medellín,
Colombia, which for two decades
was blighted by drugs and
homicide.
When Sergio Fajardo became
Medellín’s mayor, in 2003, he
brought about a revolutionary
cultural change, creating a
legitimate entrepreneurial business
environment. With a coalition of
universities, new private equity
funds, large companies such as the
local power utility (EPM), private
entrepreneurs, the nonprofit
Proantioquia Foundation, the social

9: Reform Legal, Bureaucratic, and

cooperative Comfama, and some
diaspora Medellínians, his
administration forged a strategy of
inclusive prosperity. One of
Fajardo’s focuses was building
beautifully designed,
technologically advanced public
libraries and community centers in
the rankest barrios, and setting up
microfinance programs to help the
poor. Fajardo’s other strategies
included establishing innovation
centers and earmarking a whopping
40% of his budget for education
and $17 million a year to stimulate
entrepreneurship. They seemed to
succeed by driving out drugs,
creating optimism, and reducing
violence to the point where
Medellín is now statistically safer
than Washington, DC, and many
other U.S. cities.

Regulatory Frameworks.

Experiment Relentlessly Yet Holistically
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